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Guidelines for Listening Sessions 

 Groups may decide the proper amount of time needed for their Listening Session depending on 

their gathered audience. In general it is expected that 45-60 minutes be allotted for discussion 

with more time needed if food and fellowship are provided.  

 In most cases, it is recommended that youth and young adults are gathered separately unless 

these gatherings naturally take place.  

 Since the subject of the listening sessions are primarily emerging adults, not younger adoles-

cents, it is recommended that communities prioritize listening to the experiences of their high 

school youth, and young adults (18-30s) if possible.  

 While the subject of the Synod is “young people,” every person in your parish, school, or com-

munity has valuable insight to share. We ask parishes and groups to consider hosting multiple 

listening sessions for various ages and groups.  

 Pope Francis asks us to reach out to both practicing Catholics and non-Catholics. Parishes, 

schools, and groups are encouraged to identify ways to engage those not active in the Church in 

this process to reflect the diversity of young people in our diocese.  

 Parishes may benefit from hosting parish-specific listening sessions, however, if desired, they 

may also host a multi-parish listening session.  

 Pastors or select leaders (e.g. Youth Minsters, adult volunteers, Parish Council members, etc.) 

are encouraged to be present and observe the listening sessions with young people to show the 

parish investment in the process and to benefit from the perspective that young people share. 

However it is important that they remember they are there to listen, not provide input, feedback, 

or justify or correct the lived realities of the participants. 

 Parishes and communities are welcome to host a listening session during already gathered 

events for young people (young adult gathering, youth group, etc.). It does not have to be a sep-

arate event, but can be used at a time they are already gathered. 


